Testimonials
Things people are saying about my past work
THE YOUNG AGENCY
"Brian Cramer is a dream. We couldn't have asked for a nicer person or a better
photographer! He interacted with our clients / models in a warm, professional manner and
was a calming influence throughout the day. He is a pleasure to have around and couldn't
be more accommodating. He made himself available whenever we asked and documented
our whole event. You're getting a real treasure if you use Brian for your event. We can't
say enough good things about him, his and the results!"
PLAYBOY GOLF
"Brian and his assistant were so cool and normal and fun to have around on that day, they
actually relaxed me. I felt like they were my buddies and we had so much fun shooting
our pictures. Also, the pictures came out amazingly and I've had nothing but major
compliments on them."
CAMP SOURING EAGLE
"We would recommend Brian Cramer to any charity we had high expectations of Brian
because he came highly recommended. We were still very impressed by the work he did.
But thanks to Brian
THE W HOTEL
"We loved Brian! Not only has everyone been raving about the amazing pictures he took,
but what a great guy he was to work with. Brian and his team were extremely
professional and very calming for our event With Brian we not only got the important
shots but unique artistic ones as well."
SCOTTSDALE 20/30 CLUB
"Not only is Brian Cramer incredibly talented, entertaining, hilarious and sweet, he's
good looking & honest too! Ha! He makes you feel at ease and natural the day of are golf
tournament which I know many It's like he's not even there because you're so comfortable
around him pictures of your life, your perfect day, your story. Brian Cramer took so many
amazing pictures at my event will use him next year
ALICE COOPER CHRISTMAS PUDDING
"Brian is AWESOME!!! On top of being a really cool guy, he is so talented and easy to
work with . . . his pictures are amazing--he makes it very difficult to choose which ones
you want! If you want to capture magazine quality work call -- BRIAN CRAMER!!!!

Doug Jensen
Phoenix Children’s Hospital
Brian was the photographer for my (perfect!) wedding day in August 2011. From when
we first booked through to the final produced album he was brilliant. Several people
commented on the day at how professional and friendly he was, he made people feel
completely at ease. The quantity, variety and quality of the photos themselves far
surpassed what I could have hoped for. He perfectly captured our day and I have and
would recommend his services without hesitation.

Brian is great! Fun, relaxed, experimental and very talented. His communication was
excellent and we organized our shoot very quickly and efficiently. He is a genuinely
lovely guy and just loves photography; it's clear in his enthusiasm whilst shooting and in
his work, which is constantly improving.
Thanks for a great day Dave D

Seriously great photographer
Seriously great photographer puts you at your ease and comes up with some seriously
amazing ideas. Definitely would recommend him, I am so happy with the photos and
given that it was such short notice, he was brilliant about coming up with ideas and
telling me the ideas he wanted. Fabulous shoot!

Brian
Always great seeing you and I LOVE the pictures you took, amazing as always. You are
always so “in it" with my action shots and somehow manage to grab the best perspective
without letting me run over you. Not sure how you do it. You are, and have always been
a consummate professional and fantastic at what you do. Great job at Beach Ball
Lemonade Soirée and see you at one of several events over the next few weeks. You are
always at all of my best events and capture the best shot. Great job!
Letitia Frye
Letitiafrye@yahoo.com
480-262-6552

